8 Sports Field Drainage
Ask turf managers what single improvement would most enhance their fields and you'll probably hear: "Drainage!" If you've got drainage problems, sports-turf specialist Jim Puhalla probably has a solution.

12 Hard-Working Mark Light Stadium Earns College Diamond of the Year
Perfectly manicured skinned areas and emerald green fields are a magnet for baseball players. Tops in the college ranks is the baseball field at Mark Light Stadium, home of the University of Miami Hurricanes. Its near-perfect condition, despite constant use, has earned it the 1996-1997 Beam Clay College Baseball Diamond of the Year Award.

18 Spring Training in the Valley of the Sun
Arizona is on the cutting edge of spring-training facilities. Eight Major League teams have already set up shop in this "baseball heaven," and two more are on the way.

22 Low-Budget Water Removal
Floyd Perry shows how, with a pump and a bag of drying agent, you can take the "delay" out of rain delays.

26 Reducing Irrigation Maintenance
Irrigation consultant John Blevens identifies typical problem areas in irrigation systems and explains how to prevent or fix them.
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On the Cover:
Bay Snow prepares Mark Light Stadium for another long season. Photo courtesy: J.C. Ridley.